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Overview

Call Number: SC1134
Creator: Stanford Alumni Association
Title: Great powers seminar: the United States audio-visual recordings
Dates: 1982
Physical Description: 0.5 Linear feet

Summary: Videotapes and audiorecordings of events during the seminar, including a talk by William Chace on "Images of Contemporary America in Literature," and a panel on "The State of the Arts and Humanities in the United States" with Richard W. Lyman, president of the Rockefeller Foundation, and three Stanford professors, Morris Zelditch, Wanda Corn, and William Chace.

Language(s): The materials are in English.

Repository: Department of Special Collections and University Archives
Green Library
557 Escondido Mall
Stanford, CA 94305-6064
Email: specialcollections@stanford.edu
Phone: (650) 725-1022
URL: http://library.stanford.edu/spc

Information about Access
This collection is open for research.

Ownership & Copyright
All requests to reproduce, publish, quote from, or otherwise use collection materials must be submitted in writing to the Head of Special Collections and University Archives, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, California 94304-6064. Consent is given on behalf of Special Collections as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission from the copyright owner. Such permission must be obtained from the copyright owner, heir(s) or assigns. See: http://library.stanford.edu/depts/spc/pubserv/permissions.html.

Restrictions also apply to digital representations of the original materials. Use of digital files is restricted to research and educational purposes.

Cite As
Great powers seminar: The United States Audio-Visual Recordings (SC1134). Department of Special Collections and University Archives, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Description of the Collection
Videotapes and audiorecordings of events during the seminar, including a talk by William Chace on "Images of Contemporary America in Literature," and a panel on "The State of the Arts and Humanities in the United States" with Richard W. Lyman, president of the Rockefeller Foundation, and three Stanford professors, Morris Zelditch, Wanda Corn, and William Chace.

Access Terms
Chace, William M.
Corn, Wanda M.
Lyman, Richard W., 1923-2012.
Stanford Alumni Association
Zelditch, Morris.

American literature.
Humanities--United States.
Videorecordings.

Videorecordings
Physical Description: 2 videotape(s) (u-matic)
 Videorecordings

Box 1

1.1 Panel: "The State of the Arts and Humanities in the United States" (William Chace, Wanda Corn, Richard W. Lyman, Morris Zelditch, Jr.) 1982 Apr 18  
   Physical Description: 1 videotape(s) (U-matic)  
   Subjects and Indexing Terms  
   Corn, Wanda M.  
   Lyman, Richard W., 1923-2012.  
   Zelditch, Morris.

Box 1

1.2 William Chace, "Images of Contemporary America in Literature" 1982 Apr 18  
   Physical Description: 1 videotape(s) (U-matic)

Audiorecordings

Box 1

1.3 #1 Kennedy & Boskin; #2 Boskin 1982  
   Physical Description: 1 audiocassette(s)

Box 1

1.4 #3 Boskin; #4 Panel 1982  
   Physical Description: 1 audiocassette(s)

Box 1

1.5 #5 Panel; #6 Danelski 1982  
   Physical Description: 1 audiocassette(s)

Box 1

1.6 #7 Danelski; #8 Panel (Kaplan, Degler, Atkin) 1982  
   Physical Description: 1 audiocassette(s)

Box 1

1.7 #13-14 Panel: "The State of the Arts and Humanities in the United States" (William Chace, Wanda Corn, Richard W. Lyman, Morris Zelditch 1982  
   Physical Description: 1 audiocassette(s)

Box 1

1.8 #19-20 Panel: George, Wirth, Lewis, Abernethy, Goldstein; 1982  
   Physical Description: 1 audiocassette(s)